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[–] jmacupdates1 10 points 7 months ago
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subscribe

10,957 readers

"Jake Croman is the son of wealthy New York City
~54 users here now
real estate developer Steven Croman, and works as Welcome to the single best online
community for ridesharing discussion.
an associate at his father’s company, according to
Please review this subreddit's rules here.
his LinkedIn page."
Spoiled rich kid. Who would have guessed?
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[+] [deleted] 7 months ago* (12 children)
[–] Sirefly 9 points 7 months ago

Driver can't drive. Meanwhile, Douchbag makes
another account and laughs his scummy ass off.
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[–] Mines_of_Moria 6 points 7 months ago

Public moderation log located here.
All perspectives are welcome here - drivers, riders,
taxis, SUVs, Lyft, Sidecar and most of all: Uber
drivers! The most important rule is to be
respectful - no abusive or hateful language or
spamming of this community will be tolerated.
Please feel free to check out our FAQ located
here.
Posting of promo codes, coupon codes,
promotional links, or blogspam will be
immediately removed and the user may be
subject to banning.

Someone needs to punch that douchebag in the
Moderator Guidelines are here. Feel free to
face and knock out all of his teeth. It doesn't matter message us with suggestions.
https://www.reddit.com/r/uberdrivers/comments/4cdl95/uber_driver_berated_by_abusive_rider_on/
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what happened, insulting someone for their wage
while you "go sit on your ass and watch tv" is
pathetic.
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[–] Evaunit01berser 9 points 7 months ago

They deactivated him because this stupid kid, with
no proof whatsoever is saying the driver starting
yelling anti jewelry slogans at him.
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[+] [deleted] 7 months ago* (2 children)
[–] calmatt 5 points 7 months ago

They deactivated both, while they investigate.
That way, they cover their asses no matter
which way this falls. Shitty, but it's corporate.
Every corporation in existence would do the
same thing. Uber sucks for many reasons but
this is not one of them.
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Get out of my car with that cubic zirconia shit!
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[–] RobieFLASH 3 points 7 months ago

19 points · 39 comments

I hope this goes viral and this dudes life get ruined

What is your Uber "golden rule"?
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[–] [deleted] 7 months ago

[removed]
[–]

Atlanta

JoelQ [M] 2 points 7 months ago

"Someone dox him."
Anyone who violates Reddit policy against doxing will be banned and the comment
revealing his identity will have to be deleted. As moderators, we have to protect this
asshat's privacy, otherwise our subreddit will be deleted. Please don't make me do it.
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[–] perry1023 1 point 7 months ago

Thanks for the info
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[–] Chief-Joseph 3 points 7 months ago

BuzzFeed.com coverage
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[–] Winn3317 1 point 7 months ago

Following the publication of this story, Jake Croman provided the following statement to
BuzzFeed News:
“This video shows one side of an argument I had with an Uber driver two weeks ago after he
refused to pick me up on the basis of my religion. What you don’t see in the video is that the
driver had made a number of offensive anti-Semitic remarks that provoked my response. I am
not proud of my reaction to his discrimination and I regret my choice of words. Shortly after
the verbal altercation, I filed a complaint with the Ann Arbor police department and they are
now dealing with the issue.”
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An Ann Arbor police spokesperson subsequently told BuzzFeed News they could not locate
Croman’s name in their reporting system.
Croman said he was unable to immediately provide a case number for his report, saying he was
away from school.
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[–] perry1023 -2 points 7 months ago

Don't worry. I fucked his mom in the ass.
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[–] cocisroc 0 points 7 months ago

me next ( ^ ‿ ^ )
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[–] scsibusfault 2 points 7 months ago

you want him to fuck you in the ass next?
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[–] cocisroc 1 point 7 months ago

no i want u to
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[–] UberXNinja -2 points 7 months ago

Ironic, considering it's you that's usually taking it up the pooper.
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[–] cocisroc 5 points 7 months ago

Nice try UnCounted36544
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[–] perry1023 2 points 7 months ago

You wish.
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[–] swoleinjesus 0 points 7 months ago

grew up around there...not surprised
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[–] Uberlalaland 0 points 7 months ago

time for mr africa to get help from his family in the form of the dark arts, voodo, witchcraft,
teach this rich young punk a lesson so severe that no one will mess with uber drivers again
permalink
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[–] FuckUberlalaland 2 points 7 months ago

you're a racist tool
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[–] uberx201616 0 points 7 months ago

I read that Steven Croman had thousands of rent control tenants thrown out into the streets
"mafia style" and did not care one iota, I wish I had a father like him, I would be rich to !!!!
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[–] JamesE9327 -1 points 7 months ago

Oh no, he said some mean things to someone! Either get off your ass and put him in his place
or learn to just ignore it. This driver is a grown man and there's no reason we should all feel
sorry for him just because he can't stand up for himself when someone hurts his feelings. If it
was physical assault it would be different but all the guy did was be a total prick and say some
harsh words, which we have all dealt with time and again. Don't see why we should all come to
his rescue.
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[–] money_hungry_wolves [S] 2 points 7 months ago

um... you realize that you're not only "coming to the rescue" yourself, but the rescue of this
entitled little shit head? and im not surprised in the slightest that you deal with harsh
words time and time again, WE don't deal with them often, if ever, you were just raised
wrong.
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[–] JamesE9327 1 point 7 months ago

I'm not coming to his rescue. That guy is an asshole. Just saying its kind of a bitch
move that the driver would take video and then post it online like some horrible crime
was committed against him and we should all help him. Lol the guy didn't touch him.
Sticks and stones and all that. This is the kind of shit talk you normally see from people
like that
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[–] internetoflies -1 points 7 months ago

You people are a bunch of idiots who think that trashing this kid somehow will make you feel
better about yourself but it wont. Your lives are pathetic and that's just how it is. Its obvious
from the video that the driver and this kid had a history before it happened. That history was
that Arthur called this kid a dirty kike on a previous ride. The kids then went off on him
rightfully so. Arthur then had him banned from UBER. Clearly in his rage Jake said some
horrible things. None of you have ever gotten so enraged that you said things you later
regretted? but this driver is no hero. When UBER looked into it they found numerous similar
complaints about the driver as well as a number of criminal issues and fired him. Hope you all
feel really good about yourselves!
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[–] money_hungry_wolves [S] 3 points 7 months ago

you people...
sorry, but your pledge bro, jake, is a total buttplug who deserves this. we are the idiots,
meanwhile you give us the Wikipedia entry for the event. jake didn't say those things
because he was in a fit of rage, jake said those things because he is a total and complete
asshole. when you belittle people about their job and brag about BEING LAZY to look cool
in front of your weak ass frat boy squad, you deserve to get put on blast.
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